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The new sports players of woven shoes from Nike Sportswear
2012-09-04 09:49:46 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: 1626 Community] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network Sept. 4 hearing, new commodities Nike Sportswear Free Inneva Woven NRG design from sports brand Nike
Sportswear, combined with street fashion must know weave Woven techniques and new technology into one, including the lightweight
outsole Nike Free 5.0 selection, etc., are well worth looking forward to a fresh creation, it is expected to be the first to debut in
September in North America. 
Related news
New color Jordan CP3. 6 red-white spy photos 2013-12-08 22:29:02 Jordan CP3. 6 for the first time exposure from the Olympics,
but now, there are already a variety of colors to show in front of everyone on the network has recently exposure of a red-white color of
the spy, the whole Hyperfuse upper with gray and white with a red, at the upper design with gray ink, medium gray and white bottom
red equipped Podulon cushioning material, while the white color is used as embellishment. Overall it seems more like a Western
Conference All-Star color match, but Paul is likely to wear section in the new season home game.
Nike Air Force 180 High & quotGunmetal & quotphysical map exposure 2013-12-08 22:30:46
Recently, this network exposure Gunmetal color Nike Air Force 180 High physical map, this fame in David Robinson's classic shoes
foot Gunmetal launched a new show in front of everyone. The "Admiral" in the arena of battle scenes and gone, it exists in the minds
of all the old classic scene. Nike Air Force 180 High reappearance Let us remember the former Titans Stadium. Currently this Nike
Air Force 180 High & quotGunmetal & quotno detailed commercial information, like friends, please continue to pay attention to us.
Nike Air Penny 5 high school team color picture exposure 2013-12-08 22:27:43
Recently, a network exposure Nike Air Penny 5 new colors, new product design from Penny's high school team Treadwell Eagles. In
the main colors in red sneakers with black ornamentation around the ankle and the bottom. Further use of black lining and tongue, as
well as crystal outsole. Penny position in the world is self-evident Sneaker, Air Penny 5 Penny is the number of series of shoes in a
pair of very special meaning, bid farewell to the league after repossess signature shoe. I believe such a lot of shoes must win
everyone's love.
Following the earlier of BEAUTY & ampafter YOUTH, NEIGHBORHOOD, Y-3, CE and other branding series catalog, Japanese
fashion magazine "GRIND" This time will focus on the regional NEIGHBORHOOD brand on LUKER by NEIGHBORHOOD. Although
as with the main line to join the military and tooling design elements, but LUKER prefer British style of design, more concise in profile,
cut also reveals fashion charm. Categories include T-shirts, coats, jackets and other ride lined a single product, design and match all
filled with strong British punk and yuppie style, I believe it can attract a lot of fans' attention.
recently from Hawaii Island Slippers sandals manufacturers seem high visibility, collaboration frequently, first A BATHING APE,
reported today in the OriginalFake and to everyone WTAPS x Island Slipper leather slippers, which is WTAPS summer series
"BETTER THAN YESTERDAY "series one. The use of cow leather slippers leather and horse hair material combination, color
markings at the miter angle is undoubtedly the biggest bright spot, compared to OriginalFake fork-shaped pattern, this design is a lot
of high-profile. The leather slippers priced at ? 21000 yen, will soon be on sale. 
Source: HYPEBEAST
Canada Reigning Champ brand has always been to create a cozy, simple movement style clothing, recently issued a new 2015 fall
clothing line. Adhering to the movement style, this fan uses have warm, light and comfortable features Mesh Fleece fabrics to create
the series, released and zipper hooded sweater, trousers sporty single product, with black and gray tones, still equipped with simple
design and fine tailoring , I believe it will be another high-quality family who choose to use the fall and winter sports. It is reported that,
the series has been on the brand online store shelves, like a friend can go buy.
Sports players Nike Air Safari "Green Glow" New shoes
2013-08-26 13:58:07 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: highsnobiety] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network August 26 hearing, like the last two years into the luminous element of the shoes will be more popular, and in
recent days, Nike Air Safari's classic running shoes will also launch a new element into the Green Glow shoes, You can see from the
photos, the whole body of the shoe choice of beige, while the front and heel are in Green Glow presented alligator build quite purple
Nike logo with a sense. 
Related news
Players adidas Originals campaign launched 'Hikelander' hiking boots
2012-03-02 11:44:42 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Chinese shoes network] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network March 2 hearing, by virtue of the 1990s EQT Badlander design, adidas Originals is a similar order of
Hikelander lace covered with silver hooks hold on the seat proper boots. 
This Hikelander boots with a red leather upper with white lace and white midsole. This classic and simple design with a sole system
Torsion and Soft Cell, which provides support and shock effect sole. 
Related news
reporter Yu Guihua, intern Chen Shan reports: Miss Xiao spend 500 yuan to buy a pair of Adidas sneakers, but wearing more than a
month, the shoes on peeling, requiring replacement, Nanchang Victory Road Adidas store staff said a return to first shoe factory
testing, but has been half a month, the manufacturers did not return to the shoes. 
yesterday afternoon, Adidas store, a director told reporters that they have been urging the manufacturers, it is estimated will not take
very long. If you tested the shoes have quality problems, they will replace a pair of shoes for the Miss Xiao.
Urban casual new selection Maison Martin Margiela shoes 2013-12-08 22:31:23 dyeing denim brand Maison Martin Margiela in the
autumn and winter season introduced a new material of German Trainer lower cylinder shoes. This shoe always produced in Italy, but
it is characterized by a change in the past suede and leather material, the use of fabric after dyeing process tannins create shoes,
gray color also makes shoes revealed a unique quiet elegance temperament. The minimalist style of the shoes will also be walking
urban casual new choice for business men, interested friends can look, this shoe is priced at $ 495.
< p > renowned sports brand Nike flyknit Air Max has been to super popular shoes by the affection of major fashion Daren, is
indispensable to shoe of single one of the goods. NIKE rush in the running of the season launched the Air Max Flyknit 2014 Summer
latest color series. This is made of a Flyknit woven upper technology collocation upper air cushion technology, a black led, blue to
yellow gradient process, the other by a red blue and blue translucent end. The price is $225 dollars, and is now in the NIKE network



store to start offering, which interested friends may wish to pay more attention to! 
/>
Popular contacting people trust and respect of adidas sports shoes
2007-09-17 10:16:04 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: China Fashion Brand Network] Print Close 
In the sporting goods world, adidas has represented a special kind of status symbol, and this symbol was called the "victory of the
three lines." Since its founding in 1948, adidas athletes helped create numerous success, the achievements of many feats.
Therefore, adidas also be said to be a collection of people trust and respect of best practices. 
Related news
Players joint motion understated style, XLarge x adidas Originals Campus 80s Bananas
2011-09-02 09:53:40 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: highsnobiety] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network Sept. 2 hearing, recently Campus 80's really called adidas Originals's hottest shoes, now outgoing Los
Angeles street brand XLarge and adidas Originals Campus 80s of launch news, cooperative style color is very low key, in the upper
joint can not see any traces, except within the insole using XLarge iconic rubber pattern. 
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